Abstract. By deeply analyzing discrete frequency theory, this thesis put forward rational theory basis about choosing discrete frequency spectrum and phase position. On the basis of traditional discrete frequency soft starter, this thesis utilize control strategy based on equivalent sine wave principle to promote the original system. By using MATLAB/Simulink tool, we built the discrete frequency simulation platform and acquired torque, rotate speed and simulated wave of output current. We tested the wave on experimental platform and verified that all theory we came up with are correct and rational.
Introduction
In Tesla numerous inventions, the most benefit of the public are the three-phase AC and AC motors. Even three-phase asynchronous motors have many advantages, they still have shortcomings. That is, direct start will produce a great starting current, which is about 4~7 times the rated value, even 10 times under overload. How to reduce motor starting current and maintain a high starting torque have attracted the attention of domestic and foreign experts. Using the theory of discrete frequency control, this paper has developed a new type of discrete frequency of high torque soft starter, as in [1] , and solves the problem of large motor starting current effectively.
Study on Discrete Frequency Method

Discrete Frequency Principle
Discrete frequency is controlled by cycle: namely, some half AC voltage waveform are turn-on and some are cut-off, so as to increase the output voltage period to reduce the frequency. Because the changes of period have integer multiple relations, the frequency have the same relationship. The discrete frequency soft starter is the process of switching frequency between them, so the discrete frequency is also known as hierarchical frequency. The discrete frequency softer starter can make the motor acquire the similar effect of VVVF converter, and improve the initial starting torque of three-phase induction motor effectively (e.g. [2] , [3] ).
Discrete frequency soft starter still uses main circuit topology of traditional electronics soft starter. Its control strategy consider not only the period but also the phase, so it can be easy to think is the superimposition of a phase control and cycle control. Fig.1 shows the process of single phase discrete frequency that follow7.14Hz→8.33Hz→10Hz→12.5Hz→16.7Hz→25Hz. But three-phase discrete frequency is more complex than single-phase, because it need to consider power phase sequence and etc. 
Selection of Discrete Frequency Phase Sequence and Phase
Three-phase AC instantaneous value of the voltage can be expressed as
After the frequency division, the instantaneous value of the three-phase voltage can be expressed as ( ) ( ) ( ) 
When is equal to 3k+1, three-phase discrete voltage has positive order; When is equal to 3k-1,it has negative order; When is equal to 3k, it only has zero-order component. Meanwhile, for the positive and negative phase order in three-phase discrete voltage, odd frequency can obtain the phase, amplitude and the time axis balance (e.g. [4] , [5] ).
Selecting the frequency division series should pay more attention to the following points: First, consider the positive order and odd frequency in three-phase discrete voltage, such as 13 and 7 frequency division.
Second, insert transition frequency division between 7 frequency division and rated frequency of power grid, such as 4, 3 and 2 frequency division.
Third, it is a relatively large span from 2 to rated frequency of power grid. The ideal speed of the motor running at 2 frequency division is only half of the rated speed, so it can't be switched directly to power frequency. Otherwise, the slip s is too large to produce a large impact current. In order to avoid this situation, it is necessary to control the voltage. In this paper, the ramp soft starting mode is adopted. To obtain the maximum forward torque under the non-positive sequence, the symmetrical component method is used to analyze the phase of 3 and 2 frequency division, as shown in the Eq. (4) 
The results show that the phase（0°,260,100°）,（0°,260°,160°）and（0°,200°,100°）have the maximum positive sequence component and the minimum negative sequence component in 16.7Hz, and the phase （0°,210°,60°） , （0°,210°,150°） and （0°,300°,150°） have the same contribution in 25Hz. Based on the above analysis, the whole process of discrete frequency soft start is f/13->f/7-f/4-f/3-f/2-ramp soft start-f. The following principles should be followed when switching frequency: 1) to ensure the continuity of the sine curve in the process of soft start; 2) to ensure the alternation of the positive and negative half cycle of the selected frequency; 3) to ensure the smooth transition of the torque before or after switching frequency, in order to reduce the torque oscillation. On the basis of these principles, the most simple and effective method is to switch frequency at the whole cycle or half cycle.
Control Strategy of Trigger Angle
The most important performance parameters of the motor starting process are the starting torque ratio and the starting current ratio, which require to obtain a larger starting torque with the minimum starting current. According to the asynchronous motor theory and its T type equivalent circuit, as shown in Fig.2 
Fig. 2 T-type equivalent circuit of asynchronous motor When the motor is starting, speed n=0 and slip s=1, starting torque and starting current is
The formula shows that the starting torque st T is proportional to the square of the input voltage, the starting current st I is proportional to the input voltage, and impedance 1 X and 2 X s ′ is proportional to the frequency of the power supply. In the discrete frequency soft start process, we hope to maintain the rated flux invariantly With frequency decreased, the input voltage of the motor is reduced by adjusting the trigger angle. This method can not only ensure the flux stability, but also maintain the basic torque constant, so as to achieve high torque. This is the basic principle of VVVF motor speed regulation, as in [6] . How to control the trigger angle? A simple method is to keep the trigger angle fixed in a certain frequency band. But this method has such harmonic content, that the motor jitter very seriously.Equivalent sine control method，deriving from the area equivalence principle, is adopted in this paper. That is to change the trigger angle rather than fixed in this certain frequency band to make output voltage close to sine wave, so as to reduce the impact of harmonics and torque ripple on the motor. In order to show the advantages of equivalent sine control, I establish FFT simulation models in Simulink. Fig.3 for the equivalent sine trigger mode and Fig.4 for fixed angle trigger mode, their fundamental frequencies are all 7.143Hz.From the image above we can learn that the THD is reduced to 193.51% after the equivalent sine trigger mode is adopted. However, the THD of the fixed angle trigger mode is 247.99%. It can be known that this method optimized the voltage output waveform and, to a certain extent, improve the motor starting performance.
Simulation Analysis
With the aid of MATLAB/Simulink simulation platform (e.g. [7] , [8] ), I build the simulation system as shown in Fig.6 . The asynchronous motor's power is 2.2kW, line voltage is 380V; stator and rotor resistance p.u.is respectively 3.478 and 2.546; stator, rotor and mutual inductance p.u.is respectively 12.54mH and 12.26mH, 332.9mH; GD is 2 0.02kg m ⋅ ; pole pairs are 2. Starting strategy adopted in this paper is f/13->f/7-f/4-f/3-f/2-ramp soft start-f shown in Fig.7 . Compared with the ramp voltage soft starter (as shown in Fig.8 , the starting current of discrete frequency soft starter (as shown in Fig.7c) )is smaller than ramp voltage soft starter(as shown in Fig.8c ) under the same load condition. And compared with the starting torque of the ramp voltage soft starter(as shown in Fig. 8a ), the starting torque of discrete frequency soft can obtain a larger starting one( as shown in Fig.7) ), and a relatively stable speed rise (as shown in Fig.7b ). So the simulation experiment prove the rationality and validity of the application of the discrete frequency in the motor soft start.
Prototype Design and Experiment
Control System Design
Controller used in prototype design is a 16 bit high performance MCU (dsPIC6014A-301/PF) in Microchip Ltd., and main circuit is same with the traditional soft starter. Control circuit mainly includes: the synchronous voltage and phase sequence detection circuit, power supply circuit, driving circuit, current detection circuit,a contactor control circuit, keys and display. Soft start control system block diagram shown in Fig. 9 . Fig. 9 The control system diagram of discrete frequency soft starter
Voltage Synchronization and Trigger Scheme
The trigger pulse of the main circuit for the six channel is required to maintain a strict phase relationship with the power supply voltage, and it is a key step in the design. Because thermistors is not only to realize the phase controlled voltage regulation, but to determine whether the corresponding half wave is triggered, and , what's more, to distribute the trigger angle according to the trigger rules of discrete frequency and the equivalent sine principle. The pulse trigger unit is shown in Fig.10 . Fig. 10 The diagram of synchronization and trigger pulse
Experimental Result
The experiment object is a squirrel cage induction motor with rated voltage 380V / 660V, rated current of 11A, rated power 5.5KW, rated speed 2900r / min and fan load. I will do tests on discrete frequency soft-starting and ramp voltage soft-starting. The discrete frequency numbers adopted in this experiment are 13, 7, 4, 3, 2, and plus ramp voltage soft-start and power frequency. Thus the seven-stage starting process is completed.
a) The waveform of discrete frequency soft start b) The waveform of ramp soft starter Fig. 11 Experimental waveforms The discrete frequency soft starter and ramp voltage soft starter's current waveform are shown in Fig. 11 . The channel one means effective value of stator's phase voltage (50V each grid in ordinate). The channel two represents starting current (20A each grid in ordinate). The channel three signifies effective value of starting current (each grid is 200ms in abscissa and 10A each grid in ordinate).
According to the comparison of experiments, it shows that the control effect of discrete frequency soft-starter is good and stable. The most successful thing is starting current is small and the current waveform complying with sine equivalence principle show approximately sine waveform. The chart 11a is partial enlarged view of 7 frequency current waveform.
Conclusions
Because starting torque is limited, the application of the traditional soft starter has been refrained. By analyzing the basic theory of discrete frequency and combining control strategy of equivalent sine, this thesis's results achieved high starting torque of the motor. The simulation and related experiment verified the correctness and validity of the theory. Without changing the original structure of the soft-starter, changing the control strategy can achieve discrete frequency soft-starting. This method make the output torque of the motor larger, meanwhile, decrease the starting current and meet the stable starting needs under the overload condition. Boasting starting performance improvement, broadening soft-starter application, this method enjoys high practical value.
